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\[ Q = [0,1] \times [0,1] \]

- \( X = \{x_1, \ldots, x_n\} \)
- \( Y = \{y_1, \ldots, y_n\} \)

Control: \( \dot{x}_i = u_i, \|u_i\| = 1 \)

\( \sigma \): permutation that pairs \( x_i \) with \( y_{\sigma(i)} \)

\[
\min_{\sigma, \{u_i\}} D_n = \sum_i \int |\dot{x}_i(t)|dt
\]
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? Given $r_{sense}$ and $r_{comm}$, how can we guarantee distance optimality?
? Performance of decentralized, hierarchical strategies (algorithms)?
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⇒ Upper bound on the distance cost for arbitrary robot/target distribution
⇒ \(O(1)\) asymptotic optimality guarantee under the uniform distribution
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$n = \Theta(-\frac{1}{r_{\text{comm}}^2} \log r_{\text{comm}})$ is **sufficient** and **necessary** for high probability asymptotic guarantee on the connectivity of $G(0)$. 
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in which \( C \) is a universal constant.
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Incorporating Arbitrary $r_{\text{comm}}$ and $r_{\text{sense}}$

- Two-level decentralized hierarchical strategy
- Arbitrary $r_{\text{sense}}$ can also be handled similarly.

Two-level ideal hierarchical strategy

Two-level decentralized hierarchical strategy
Summary of Contribution

- Guarantee on the distance optimality of the stochastic target assignment problem
  - Necessary and sufficient condition for optimality
  - Non-asymptotic probabilistic bounds
  - Asymptotically tight bounds for high-probability guarantee
- Performance of decentralized hierarchical strategies
  - General upper bounds for arbitrary distributions
  - $O(1)$ approximation algorithm for the uniform distribution
- Important takeaway: **locally** optimal behavior leads to near *globally* optimal behavior